Nafion is a cation-exchange membrane that has been extensively studied and used in aqueous electrochemical systems. In this work, we seek to understand the applicability of Nafion to flow batteries that use nonaqueous solvents and lithium salts. A flow battery is an electrochemical device that stores and releases energy by oxidizing and reducing redox molecules that remain dissolved in electrolytes. The active molecules are stored in external vessels and pumped to reactors to charge or discharge the battery. This arrangement provides a separation of energy and power that is absent from conventional enclosed batteries like lead acid. The all-vanadium redox flow battery, for example, is an aqueous system that relies on the V 2+ /V 3+ and VO 2+ /VO 2 + couples at the negative and positive electrodes and H + as the primary charge carrier. Nonaqueous electrolytes are being considered for redox flow batteries to enable electrochemical couples with potential differences substantially exceeding the aqueous stability limit of 1.23 V, and, consequently, increase energy density. Two key considerations in reactor design are power density and Coulombic efficiency. The membrane must possess high ionic conductivity, low electronic conductivity, and low permeability of active species (the various vanadium ions in the aqueous example mentioned above) to simultaneously achieve high area-specific power density and high Coulombic efficiency. In this work, Li + is the primary charge carrier, and the unspecified active species are assumed to be absent from the membrane. Future work could examine the behavior of active molecules in lithiated membranes containing different solvents, with a specific focus on the charge on the active molecule.
Many experimental [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and numerical [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] works discussing ion diffusion and conductivity in Nafion swollen with water have been published during the past two decades. The dependence of conductivity on water content and temperature is well understood. Furthermore, a number of theoretical 22, 23 and experimental works consider Nafion swollen with methanol or water/methanol mixtures in the context of direct methanol fuel cells. 24, 25 It has been demonstrated that the diffusion coefficients of water, methanol, and hydronium decrease with increasing methanol concentration. There have been far fewer studies on Nafion containing solvents other than water and methanol. A notable exception is the experimental work of Doyle et al. that evaluates the conductivity of lithiated Nafion (N117) in contact with a variety of nonaqueous solvents in the context of lithium-ion batteries. 26 * Electrochemical Society Member. z E-mail: darlinrm@utrc.utc.com Two exemplary solvents, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetonitrile (ACN), were simulated in this work. The measured conductivity of lithiated Nafion (Li-N117) is approximately two orders of magnitude higher in DMSO than in ACN according to Doyle et al., 26 however a recent paper reported a much higher conductivity for lithiated Nafion (N1035) soaked in ACN. 27 This discrepancy motivated us to reproduce these conductivity measurements. The mobility of Li + ions in an electrolyte solution consisting of LiPF 6 in ACN is approximately six times higher than in a solution of LiPF 6 in DMSO. 28, 29 Therefore, if the measurements of Doyle et al. are correct, the conductivity of lithium in an electrolyte is not strongly correlated with the conductivity of lithiated Nafion containing the same solvent. The two solvents DMSO and ACN are potentially suitable for battery electrolytes, and understanding what limits the conductivity of Nafion in their presence should provide more general insights about solvent selection and performance limits.
Molecular dynamics simulations of lithium solvation in DMSO/ACN mixtures of varying mole fractions were reported by Semino et al. 30 Available molecular dynamics force fields for liquid phases of DMSO and ACN were analyzed in the referenced work, and an optimal set of parameters was determined. These parameters satisfactorily describe both structural properties of DMSO/ACN mixtures and experimental coordination numbers of Li + in pure DMSO and ACN. We used these parameters in our simulations of lithiated Nafion. The numerical simulations presented in Ref. 30 are in satisfactory agreement with experimentally determined ionic conductivities of LiPF 6 in DMSO/ACN mixtures. 28 Simulation and experiment both show that Li + ions are preferentially solvated by DMSO in DMSO/ACN mixtures. Hence, the solvation energy of a Li + ion by DMSO is much higher than by ACN. On the other hand, the higher solvation energy of Li + ions by DMSO leads to lower mobility in DMSO than in ACN.
Previous experimental investigations have examined the ionic conductivities of polymers containing SO 3 − groups and non-aqueous solvents. 26, [31] [32] [33] Conductivity was generally observed to increase with solubility parameter, dielectric constant, and amount of solvent, and decrease with the equivalent weight (EW) of the ionomer. However, many exceptions were observed and large variations in performance were found from the many different solvents, necessitating an understanding of how individual solvent properties contribute to overall performance. An exhaustive summary of experimental ionic conductivities of the lithium form of Nafion swollen in different solvents can be found in Reference 26. For clarity, we plot the experimental conductivities from Reference 26 as a function of equilibrium solvent uptake for different solvents in Figure 1 of the supplementary material. This plot shows that Nafion conductivities in solvents with similar uptakes can differ by more than an order of magnitude. For example: in Nafion dibutylamine (DBA) demonstrates a solvent uptake of 51% and an ionic conductivity of 0.14 mS/cm, while dimethylacetamide (DMA) demonstrates an uptake of 45% and ionic conductivity of 3 mS/cm.
The objectives of this work are to analyze the diffusivity and conductivity of lithiated Nafion swollen with two exemplary nonaqueous solvents. Having reliable predictive means for designing battery systems can provide molecular level insight into laboratory experiments as well as provide direct screening capabilities to determine which effects and solvents are contributing significantly to performance. In this paper, we compare experimental results with molecular dynamics calculations of the structure, diffusivity, and conductivity of lithiated Nafion swollen with either DMSO or ACN.
Experimental
The conductivities of Li-N117 in 0.1 mol/L LiPF 6 in acetonitrile and dimethylsulfoxide were measured to compare to the simulations and to address the discrepancy in the Nafion + ACN conductivity data in the literature. Anhydrous ACN and DMSO were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF 6 ) was purchased from BASF. The electrolytes were dried over 3 Å molecular sieves (Sigma-Aldrich) for at least 24 hours before use. Pristine Nafion 117 membrane (N117, in the proton form) was purchased from Ion Power. The lithiation of the pristine N117 was performed in the following sequence: the membrane was first placed in a boiling bath of 3% hydrogen peroxide (Fisher Chemical) for 1 hour, followed by placing the membrane in boiling 0.25 M sulfuric acid (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h, next the membrane was cleaned in boiling deionized water for 30 min three times, after which it was placed in boiling 0.25 M lithium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h, followed by cleaning in boiling DI water for 30 min three times, and finally the Li-N117 was dried at 120
• C under vacuum for 6 days and transferred into the glove box.
The dried Li-N117 was soaked in solvent for 3 days and then in 0.1 M LiPF 6 plus solvent for another 3 days prior to the conductivity measurements. The thickness (t) of each membrane was measured using an electronic caliper (Mitutoyo, with an accuracy of 10 μm). The through-plane ionic conductivity of the Li-N117 soaked in different electrolytes was measured in an H-cell. The electrodes were graphite rods with an electrode-to-electrode distance of 6 cm. Cell resistances were measured using current interrupt at 0.1 mA for 0.05 s on a BioLogic VMP 3 potentiostat. The membrane conductivity (σ, mS/cm) was calculated as: σ =
, where R 2 and R 1 are measured cell resistances ( ) with and without a membrane, respectively, t is the thickness of the membrane after soaking in the electrolyte (0.1 M LiPF 6 + solvent), and A is the area of membrane (2 cm 2 ) perpendicular to the thickness. All measurements were replicated on three independent membrane samples at room temperature (∼25
• C).
Molecular Dynamics Model
Force field.-Force fields used in this work were obtained from three sources sharing the same functional form for interactions. In this functional form, the total potential energy of the system is presented as a sum of non-bonded and bonded parts:
The non-bonded part is a sum of electrostatic (Coulombic) and van der Waals energies:
The electrostatic energy is expressed through Coulomb's law with partial charges q i assigned to the individual atoms:
where the subscripts i and j denote the atom pairs, and r ij is the distance between atoms i and j. The van der Waals energy is expressed by a Lennard-Jones potential
where pairwise constants ε i j and σ i j are calculated from per-atom constants ε i and σ i with the Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules:
The bonded part of the potential energy is comprised of the following three terms: 
where d is the dihedral angle index and k
d is the force constant. The TEAM force field of Li et al. was used for the PFSA ionomer (Nafion), 39 because previous simulation results by Sun et al. 19 using the TEAM force field are in good agreement with experimental results. Force field parameters for the Li + cation, dimethyl sulfoxide and acetonitrile were taken from the work of Semino et al. 30 These authors searched the literature for combinations of force fields for each of the species that reproduced experimental coordination numbers of Li + in pure DMSO and ACN. The resulting combination comprised the Strader-Feller (FS) potential for DMSO 40 and the "A model" for ACN, developed by Nikitin and Lyubartsev, 41 along with the Li + parameters proposed by Dang. 42 The LAMMPS software package 43 was used for molecular dynamic simulations with Nose-Hoover style thermostat and barostat.
Simulation details.-To validate the force-field for DMSO, the self-diffusion coefficient was simulated. A system comprised of 500 DMSO molecules with periodic boundary conditions was simulated following Reference 30. The purpose of performing molecular dynamics in this small system was to quickly explore possible methods to accelerate the calculations without compromising physical fidelity.
The calculations of charge effects used the Particle-Particle Particle-Mesh technique (PPPM) 44 with a cutoff of 12 Å and force accuracy of 10 −5 . In LAMMPS PPPM, force accuracy refers to mean square error in per-atom long range coulombic forces relative to the force that two unit point charges exert on each other at a distance of 1 Å. The accuracy of these parameters for the diffusion calculations was verified from a simulation of 500 DMSO molecules initially at a very low density (0.189 g/cm 3 ). NPT dynamics were conducted and the system equilibrated for 2 ns, where a density of 1.10 g/cm 3 was found which is equal to the experimental density. Next, the diffusion coefficient was calculated for pure DMSO. The result was 6.29 × 10 −6 cm 2 /s, which is close to the reported diffusion coefficient of 5 × 10 −6 cm 2 /s. 30 The simulation time step was varied to determine the maximum step size possible without significantly reducing the reliability of the diffusion calculations. The first set of calculations was completed with a time step of 0.1 fs; however, using a time step of 0.8 fs resulted in a diffusion coefficient for DMSO of 6.33 × 10 −6 cm 2 /s. As the difference is minimal (<1%), an integration time step of 0.8 fs was used in the remainder of the simulations.
The PFSA chains were constructed on the basis of ideal PTFE chains with helical symmetry and a period of 13 monomers. One PFSA chain consists of 150 CF 2 backbone monomers and 10 side chains, which yields the correct equivalent weight (1100 g/eq). The initial structure of one PFSA chain before thermalization is shown in Figure 1 . The initial configuration for thermalization consisted of 27 PFSA chains, 270 Li + ions (one per SO 3 − group), and either 5170 dimethyl sulfoxide molecules or 1376 acetonitrile molecules. A cube of size (612 × 612 × 612 Å 3 ) with periodic boundary conditions was chosen as the initial simulation box. Solvent molecules were randomly distributed in the simulation box. PFSA chains were oriented along the x or y or z axis and the positions of the chain centers were randomly distributed. The initial configuration before thermalization is shown in Figure 2 .
The number of solvent molecules was chosen to match the experimental concentrations in swollen Nafion, i.e. 19.1 DMSO molecules per SO 3 − group or 5.1 ACN molecules per SO 3 − group. 26 Additionally, a configuration of 5.1 DMSO molecules per SO 3 − group was simulated to help differentiate between inherent solvent effects and volume fraction effects. Table I summarizes absorption measurements for ACN, DMSO, and water in lithiated Nafion. The volume fraction of solvent is largest for DMSO, and smallest for ACN. The volume fraction of water is more similar to ACN than DMSO. Conversely, DMSO and water are more similar on the basis of maximal number of solvent molecules per SO 3 − group. Thermalization was performed in an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. The external pressure was set to 1 atm throughout the simulations. Temperature was changed during the thermalization process. The initial temperature of the system was T 0 = 50 K and the system was heated to T 1 = 500 K over 1 ns, where the system was equilibrated for 10 ns. Afterwards, the system was cooled to T 2 = 300 K over 10 ns. This thermalization process allows the initial low-density structure to anneal into a system with realistic density. The density of the DMSO system increased from 0.0051 g/cm 3 to 1.36 g/cm 3 . The initial density of the system with ACN was 0.0026 g/cm 3 and the final density was 1.59 g/cm 3 . Finally, an 8−10 ns NPT simulation at 300 K was used to calculate mobility.
Results and Discussion
Structure of lithiated nafion imbibed with DMSO and ACN.-Snapshots of the DMSO systems after thermalization are shown in Figure 3 . For better visualization, a snapshot of the system with λ = 19.1 with all DMSO molecules removed is shown in Figure 3a , and the DMSO molecules are shown separately in Figure 3b . Microphase separation is evident in these snapshots. One phase is nonpolar and formed by PFSA backbone molecules. The second phase is Snapshots of the thermalized ACN system are shown in Figure 4 . The system with ACN removed is shown in Figure 4a , while ACN molecules are displayed separately in Figure 4b . Micro-phase separation is observed in this case as well. One phase is non-polar and formed by PFSA backbone molecules (see Figure 4a) . The second phase is polar and formed by solvent molecules (see Figure 4b) . One can see that Li + ions, violet in color, are mostly coupled with SO 3 − groups (sulfur atoms are yellow in Figure 4a ). To make the coupling of Li + ions and SO 3 − groups more evident, only SO 3 − groups and Li + ions in Nafion + DMSO are shown in Figure 5a (λ = 19.1) and in Nafion + ACN in Figure 5b . To calculate the fractions of Li + ions that are free and coupled with SO 3 − groups, the probability density distribution of the distance between a Li + ion and the nearest SO 3 − group was calculated through simulated MD trajectories for Nafion + DMSO and Nafion + ACN. The distance between Li + ions and SO 3 − groups was determined as the distance between Li + and the nearest oxygen atom of the SO 3 − group. In Nafion + ACN, one sharp peak near 1.75 Å is observed in Figure 6 . This demonstrates that all Li + ions are strongly coupled with SO 3 − groups in our MD simulation, and the mean distance between coupled Li + and SO 3 − is about 1.75 Å. A sharp peak near 1.75 Å is also observed in Nafion + DMSO. In addition, the distribution for Nafion + DMSO has a broad peak near 6.5 Å both for λ = 19.1 and λ = 5.1, where λ represents the number of solvent molecules per SO 3 − group. This broad peak in Figure 6 corresponds to free Li + ions. Thus, only a fraction of the Li + is strongly coupled with SO 3 − groups in Nafion + DMSO. The remaining Li + ions are uncoupled and distributed in the bulk of the polar phase. In addition, the single strong peak observed at 1.75 Å for ACN reveals the poor solvation and distribution of ACN throughout the system. This structural distribution difference between DMSO and ACN provides initial insight into the diffusivity and conductivity differences observed between the two solvents.
The fractions of coupled and free Li + ions are calculated through integrals of the probability density distribution over the narrow and broad peaks. The calculated fractions of free Li + ions in Nafion with DMSO are about 64% for λ = 19.1 and 24% for λ = 5.1. The results for DMSO with λ = 5.1 indicate that the lack of free Li + in ACN is not dictated solely by low solvent concentration; instead it is a result of differences between the two solvents. Radial distribution functions (RDFs) are presented in the appendix and supplementary material that reveal the structures of the solvation shells of Li + in DMSO and ACN. To calculate the average size of a polar phase (solvent) cluster, the probability density distribution of the distance between a solvent molecule and the nearest backbone atom was calculated and is shown in Figure 7 . In Nafion + ACN, one narrow peak is observed near 3.2 Å which is close to the van der Waals radius. All solvent molecules are in contact with the PFSA backbone and an ACN cluster consists of several molecules. In the case of Nafion + DMSO with λ = 19.1, the distribution is much broader and the average distance is estimated to be 7 Å. This distance can be interpreted as the average radius of a solvent cluster. For DMSO at λ = 5.1, the distribution also has the second peak, though not as pronounced as the peak for λ = 19.1. However, in all cases the polar phase is a connected cluster penetrating the entire simulation box as seen in Figures 3b, 3d , and 4b.
Diffusion simulations.-The mobility of different components of the system was estimated during a portion of the MD run lasting 8-10 ns. The mean square displacement of different components (PFSA chains, Li + ions, SO 3 − groups, or solvent molecules) was calculated as
where r i (t) is the position of the i-th particle at time t, r i (0) is the position of the i-th particle at t = 0, and N is the number of particles. Mean square displacements for PFSA chains, Li + ions, SO 3 − groups, and solvent molecules were calculated with equation 1 and are presented in Figure 8 . The mean square displacement of PFSA chains is an average of the polymer atoms, not the center of mass. The nearly complete overlap of displacement curves for Li + ions and SO 3 − groups for Nafion + ACN is the result of total coupling of Li + ions with SO 3 − groups. Computational limitations restrict us to simulations that last tens of nanoseconds. At short times, the simulated transport regime can be transient to the true diffusive regime where mean square displacement (MSD) is proportional to time. The transient regime is caused by the presence of two length scales in the Nafion-solvent system with phase separation. The smaller scale is equal to the mean size of a cluster in the polar phase. The larger scale is the size of the sample which is much larger than a cluster. At small time and length scales, a diffusing solvent molecule or Li + ion does not interact with the cluster walls and moves as in pure solvent. At large time and length scales the solvent molecules and Li + ions diffuse through a tortuous and branched polar phase as in an effective continuum medium with renormalized diffusion coefficient and MSD is proportional to time. At intermediate time and length scales a transition from diffusion in pure solvent to diffusion in effective continuum medium is realized. In this regime MSD can be proportional to t γ , where γ = 1. The dynamics of the polymer system complicate the situation even more. [45] [46] [47] A double logarithmic plot of MSD versus time for ACN molecules and Li + ions in Nafion + ACN is shown in Figure 2 of the supplementary material. The slope of the plots is close to 0.8 which means that in our simulations with ACN the MSD is proportional to t 0.8 . Thus, we do not see true diffusion in these simulations. However, for our purposes we treated MD trajectories in terms of diffusive transport and calculate apparent diffusion coefficients. While this approach is not mathematically rigorous, it is sufficient to characterize the large differences in mobility between the ACN and DMSO systems at reasonable computational cost.
Diffusion coefficients were calculated from the linear regression of the mean square displacement 2 (t)
The diffusion coefficients obtained are summarized in Table II . The final row contains ratios of diffusion coefficients in Nafion + DMSO divided by diffusion coefficients in Nafion + ACN. The diffusion coefficients of PFSA atoms and SO 3 − groups in Nafion + DMSO are about an order of magnitude higher than in Nafion + ACN. This is partially attributable to the higher solvent volume fraction in Nafion + DMSO than in Nafion + ACN. The higher volume fraction of solvent enhances the mobility of the polymer matrix.
The calculated diffusion coefficients of solvent molecules (DMSO or ACN) are very similar in Nafion + DMSO and Nafion + ACN as shown in Table III . On the other hand, the calculated diffusion coefficient of DMSO molecules in neat solvent is 2.3× larger than in Nafion (see Table III ), while the calculated diffusion coefficient of ACN in neat solvent is 9.6x larger than in Nafion. The substantially greater reduction of solvent diffusion in the case of ACN is a consequence of the relatively small volume fraction of solvent in Nafion + ACN. The final column in Table III shows the tortuosity calculated for the two solvents from the equation D Nafion = D bulk ετ −1 . Both tortuosities are reasonable, suggesting that the increase in tortuosity could be substantially responsible for the reduction in diffusivity. For the sake of comparison, the calculated diffusion coefficient of water in Nafion (ε = 0.40) is 3.4 × 10 −6 , 23 which is similar to the values for DMSO and ACN.
Table IV summarizes the diffusion coefficients of Li + in pure DMSO and ACN and in Nafion imbibed with the same solvents. In the case of ACN, the diffusion coefficient of Li + drops dramatically from the pure solvent to Nafion. This drop is much more dramatic than the decline in the diffusivity of ACN molecules (see Table IV ) which demonstrates that the coupling of Li + with SO 3 − groups is responsible and that the increase in tortuosity is of secondary importance. The extreme tortuosity calculated for Li + in ACN + Nafion clearly emphasizes the role of coupling. The calculated diffusion coefficient of Li + coincides with the diffusion coefficient of SO 3 − groups in Nafion + ACN. This is a consequence of complete coupling of Li + ions and SO 3 − groups. In Nafion + ACN, a Li + ion can only move together with an associated SO 3 − group. The diffusivity of Li + ions in Nafion + DMSO is higher than the diffusivity of SO 3 − groups because free Li + ions diffuse independently and have higher mobility than coupled Li + ions. Only free Li + ions determine the macroscopic conductivity of the ionomer.
Calculation of ionic conductivity.-The mobility of free Li
+ ions determines the conductivity of the membrane. The equation for the mean square displacement of Li + ions can be written as
Here N is the total number of Li + ions, N c is the number of Li + ions tightly coupled with SO 3 − groups, (N-N c ) is the number of free Li 
Here f is the fraction of coupled Li + ions, 2 (t) 
Here D Li is the diffusion coefficient of all Li + ions (free and coupled with SO 3 − groups), D Li f is the diffusion coefficient of free Li + ions and D Li c is diffusion coefficient of coupled Li + ions. Taking advantage of the fact that the diffusion coefficient of coupled Li + ions is equal to the diffusion coefficient of SO 3 − groups, D SO3 , we obtain the following Table II . Calculated diffusion coefficients in Nafion + DMSO and Nafion + ACN, cm 2 /s. 
The mobility of free Li + is calculated from the Nernst-Einstein relation
kT , [7] where q = 1.6 × 10 −19 C is the elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T = 300 K is the absolute temperature. The ionic conductivity of Li + is calculated according to
where c f = (1 − f )c is the concentration of free Li + ions, and c is the total concentration of Li + ions. Taking into account Equations 6-8 we obtain the final equation for Li + conductivity
Our calculations give σ Li ≈ 0.9 mS/cm (see Table V) for Nafion + DMSO which agrees satisfactorily with the experimental values of 1.09 ± 0.09 μS/cm measured in this work and 1.6 mS/cm reported by Doyle et al. 26 The ionic conductivity of lithiated Nafion + ACN is very small because the fraction of free Li + ions is essentially zero in our simulation. This statement qualitatively agrees with the Nafion + ACN ion conductivities of 1.43 ± 0.35 μS/cm and 5.36 μS/cm 26 measured in this work and reported by Doyle et al., respectively. These conductivities are two orders of magnitude lower than Nafion + DMSO.
Conclusions
A molecular dynamic model of lithiated Nafion swelled in the nonaqueous solvents DMSO and ACN was developed. The model was validated by calculating the self-diffusion coefficient of DMSO in pure DMSO. The model prediction for the self-diffusion coefficient of DMSO, 6.3 × 10 −6 cm 2 /s, agrees with simulation results reported in the literature, 30 5 × 10 −6 cm 2 /s. The model predicts that the degree of dissociation of Li + ions and SO 3 − groups in Nafion + DMSO is about 64%, while the degree of dissociation in Nafion + ACN is approximately zero. These results explain the two orders of magnitude difference in the conductivities of Nafion + DMSO and Nafion + ACN observed experimentally. The calculated ionic conductivity of Nafion + DMSO is σ Li ≈ 0.9 mS/cm, which agrees satisfactorily with the experimental value σ Li ≈ 1.09 mS/cm. The apparent diffusion coefficient of the PFSA matrix at small time scales in Nafion + DMSO is approximately one order of magnitude higher than in Nafion + ACN. The polymer matrix is more mobile in DMSO than in ACN because more solvent is present.
Experimental values of solvent uptake were used in the simulations with 19.1 DMSO molecules per SO 3 − group and 5.1 ACN molecules per SO 3 − group. In order to elucidate the impact of solvent concentration on Li + and SO 3 − dissociation, simulations were also completed with 5.1 DMSO molecules per SO 3 − group. Fewer free Li + ions were found for the case with λ = 5.1 compared to λ = 19.1; however, our results demonstrate that the ability to dissociate ionic pairs impacts the free ionic concentrations in Nafion more than the amount of swelling.
We conclude from the simulations that the ionic conductivity of Nafion is mostly governed by the concentration of free Li + ions, i.e. by the degree of dissociation of Li + and SO 3 − pairs, not by the ionic mobility in the pure solvents. We speculate that the degree of dissociation of the lithium salt of Nafion in different solvents correlates with the degree of dissociation of lithium triflate (LiCF 3 SO 3 ) in the same solvents. Therefore, the experimental or modeled degree of dissociation of lithium triflate in different solvents can be used for faster selection of nonaqueous solvents for Nafion.
Appendix: The Structures of Li + Ion Solvation Shells
Radial distribution functions (RDFs) were analyzed in order to understand the structures of the solvation shells of Li + ions in DMSO and ACN. The RDF between atoms of types i and j is calculated as
where T is the total number of snapshots of the MD trajectory used, N is the number of particles of type j around a particle of type i within a thin spherical layer from r to r+δr, N is the total number of particles of type i and ρ is the average density of particles of type j. The number of particles of type j around a particle of type i within a spherical layer from r to r+ r is calculated from the RDF(r) as follows
The RDFs for DMSO with λ = 19.1 are presented in Figure 3 of has two distinct peaks. The first peak is at 1.8 Å. Integration over this peak gives the same value of 0.34:N Li,O(SO3) (1.5, 2.5) = 0.34. This peak corresponds to coupling of a Li + ion with one of the three oxygen atoms on a SO 3 − group. The second peak at 4.2 Å corresponds to the distances to the other two oxygen atoms on a SO 3 − group.
Integration over this peak gives 0.68 which is exactly twice the integral over the first peak: The Li-N RDF has second peak at 6.4 Å, which corresponds to the second solvation shell. We separately analyzed solvation of Li + ions coupled with different numbers of SO 3 − groups. It was found that for Li + ions coupled with 1, 2, 3, and 4 SO 3 − groups the average number of ACN molecules in the first solvation shell is 3.2, 2.1, 1.1, and 0.1, correspondingly. Thus, the total average number of SO 3 − groups and ACN molecules in the first coordination shell of Li + ion is about 4.1.
